
The Doublefold Dream of Art
2RC - Between Artist and Artificer
Graphic Works - 1964-1991

Opening: Tuesday, April 1st
6 pm

from April 1st to June 3rd 2008
opening hours: 9-1 and 2-5 pm

PRESSRELEASE
The Istituto Italiano di Cultura of Chicago will host the opening of Doppio Sogno Dell’Art 
(The Doublefold Dream of Art), a traveling exhibition of prints and engravings of some of 
the greatest Italian and international contemporary artists of the 20th century, including 
Alberto Burri, Francesco Clemente, Sam Francis, Henry Moore, Lucio Fontana, George 
Segal, Alexander Calder. These works have been selected from among the works 
exhibited in Milan in April 2007 at the Fondazione Arnaldo Pomodoro, under the 
direction of the renowned curator and art critic Achille Bonito Oliva.  
The exhibit centers on the history of the famous Roman print studio 2RC which has kept 
alive the graphic arts tradition for more than forty years. Studio 2RC reproduces 
masterpieces by established artists and proprietors Valter and Eleonora Rossi are 
constantly on the lookout for new techniques that will do justice to the artists and their 
styles. While showcasing the history of this extraordinary print studio, the exhibit traces 
the international history of graphic design from the 1970s to the present. On display will 
be engravings by Alberto Burri (known for his signature style, delicate and blood-
stained), project plans by Henry Moore, Sam Francis’s explosions of color, George Segal’s 
casts, and Afro Basaldella’s dreamlike geometries; other artists represented will include 
Enzo Cucchi, Victor Pasmore, Louise Nevelson, Arnaldo Pomodoro, and others. This 
exhibit will set Italian artists side-by-side with their American and English counterparts 
thus bringing points of contact and lyrical affinities to light.
  The pioneering work of studio 2RC reflects a concept of the artist as demiurge—
craftsman-creator of the universe—who gives concrete form to personal dreams. Studio 
2RC expands on or, better yet, multiplies the artist’s original creation and in so doing 
instills the artwork with a kind of second life—a surprising and unexpected “double 
dream".
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Alexander Calder, Presenza Grafica, 1972.



Henry Moore, Reclining figure in a landscape, 1980
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Alberto Burri, Bianchi e Neri I Tav. B, 1969

Afro Basaldella, Controcanto, 1974
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George Segal, Girl in solferino shirt, 1976

Henry Moore, Reclining figure in a landscape, 1980


